THE ECLIPSE SE
SPECIAL EDITION

ReFURbished eclipse 500
twin-jet

Buy today
It´s fast. It´s efficient. It´s quiet and comfortable. It´s technical superior. Most importantly, it`s safe and reliable.
If you want to start saving time, energy and money now, and every time you fly, buy the Eclipse SE.
Baseprice starting at US$ 2.195.000
3 year Factory Warranty
3 year scheduled Maintenance Program

Exclusive Eclipse Aerospace authorized Sales Center of the Eclipse 550, Eclipse SE and Kestrel 350 for ONE Aviation Corporation
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Configuration, Performance and Features as from the Eclipse 550.

Specs

This Special Edition replaces the Total Eclipse series, and comes with a new interior/exterior, a three-year
factory warranty and Eclipse Advantage maintenance program that covers all required scheduled inspections.
It is factory supported and delivered with all mandatory and recommended Service Bulletins completed and
a P&WC Gold ESP engine plan paid through the date of delivery. When you purchase the Eclipse SE, you will
receive one initial type rating.

Seating Config.

With the Eclipse SE you will not only save several hundred thousand dollars compared to our nearest
competitor, but your cost of ownership will be such as transparent and predictable as with the Eclipse 550.
The Eclipse SE has the lowest aquisition cost of any twin-engine jet in the sky today.

Safety

The Eclipse SE a factory-refurbished Eclipse 500 that has been upgraded with nearly all the innovative
features introduced on the Eclipse 550, such as the dual Avio integrated flight management system,
Anti-Skid brake system, Auto Throttle, PPG glass faced windscreens, standby display unit, etc.

Training

Factory certified to fly like new
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